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Welcome to our new vendors!!!
We are very happy to have you with us!
The Top Twelve Sales for July (before discounts):
#1----$2771.70
#5----$967.46
#9----$675.25
#2----$1273.00
#6----$862.00
#10---$644.30
#3----$1155.29
#7----$835.00
#11---$550.84
#4----$1055.58
#8----$822.45
#12---$525.90
Sales for the month of July were $23,231.18! The sales were down less than $400 from last year.
Keep the great items coming and the sales will continue to climb!!

A big THANK YOU to Dana, Carol, Linda, Marie, Paula, Laurie, Ross and Jerry for covering shifts at the
store in July. They kept the store running smoothly and more importantly, handled all of the issues that came up
so that I could keep my mind on my duties at the National FCE Conference. They have worked long and hard,
Scott and I thank them and you should too!!! After all, they work to make it better for all of you!! (That way you
don’t have to put up with a cranky me all the time!)
Please remember that the lights are not to be adjusted. There are only so many lights on each row and one
booth is not any more important than another. Please do not take it upon yourself to adjust them. Ask for help.
The Aisle area MUST be kept clear! PLEASE keep your items with in your booths FRONT to BACK! We will be
moving your items back in your booth when they are too far out. (And you may not like the way we do it!)
We know that you need to occasionally mark items down, PLEASE use a new tag, or staple a sale tag with the
new price on it. Some tags are getting so many markdowns that we cannot decipher the ending price and we
truly want to do what is in your best interest!
When you vacate a booth, please vacuum the floor for the next vendor. Please remember that the
responsibility to keep the store clean belongs to all of us. If you see a spill or a mess on the carpets, please
clean it up, or notify the front staff so they can get on it.
Reminders: (for the newbies and those of you that forget!!!)
 Anniversary rent credit! 10% off your rent during your year anniversary month!
 Rent is due on the 1st of the month, payable up to the 10th and late with a $10 late fee after that date
 A thirty day written notice is required when you are shrinking down or vacating your booth at the end of
the month. This applies when you are leaving after your initial six months OR at any other time after your
6 month commitment is over. That notice needs to be turned in ON OR BEFORE the first day of the month
you are vacating
 Ask the management about the “Finder’s Fee” bonus!!
Scott’s Thoughts: Well Bonnie and I are back and I am ready to get things going. A few things to do at KC to get caught up and then on
to the fishing before the summer ends. As always, still looking for people interested in going fishing. I know that I have caught, and
released, at least 1,000 fish this summer…. I need help. Let me know.
Please let Bonnie and I know of anything we can do to help you be more successful in Keeper’s Corner. You, the vendors, are our most
important customers. We may be the managers and owners but each of you are the “troopers” doing lots of the work. Thank you.
“Thanks for all you do,” Scott
Great vendors and great customers… what a winning combination..

